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Abstra t

The popularity of systems like Napster, Gnutella et . have spurred re ent interest in Peer-to-peer
systems. A entral problem in all these systems is eÆ ient lo ation of resour es based on their keys.
A network that supports su h queries is referred to as Content Addressable Network (CAN). Many
solutions have been proposed to building CANs.
However most of these solutions do not fo us on adversarial faults, whi h might be riti al to
building a ensorship resistant peer-to-peer system. In a re ent paper Fiat and Saia have proposed
a solution to building su h a system.
We propose a new solution based on multi-butter ies that improves upon the previous solution
by Fiat and Saia. Our new network, multi-hyper ube, is a fault tolerant version of hyper ube.
We also demonstrate how this network an be maintained dynami ally. This addresses the rst open
problem in the paper by Fiat and Saia.
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1 Introdu tion
Peer-to-peer systems and appli ations are distributed systems without (ideally) any entralized ontrol or hierar hi al organization, whi h make it possible to share various resour es like musi [6, 2℄,
storage [4℄ et over the internet. Some of these systems have be ome very popular and have spurred
re ent interest in the resear h ommunity. In order to share resour es and a ess them over large,
dynami networks, users require means to lo ating them in an eÆ ient manner. It is desired that given
a unique key to a resour e (like a URL, lename et .) one should be able to a ess the resour e over
the distributed network. Thus what is desired is an eÆ ient implementation of a hash table over su h
a dynami and de entralized distributed system. Su h a system is referred to as Content Addressable
Network(hen eforth CAN). Re ently various solutions have been proposed for this problem [7, 8, 10℄.
While all of these solutions (ar hite tures) are fairly robust against random atta ks, a state or orporate
agent that wishes to atta k (make most or all of the ontent in the network ina essible to majority
of the users of the network) this system for politi al or ommer ial reasons, an do so by atta king
arefully hosen points or nodes in the systems. For example, a entralized le sharing system like
Napster [6℄ has been e e tively dismembered by legal atta ks on the entral server. Additionally, the
Gnutella [2℄ le sharing system, while spe i ally designed to avoid the vulnerability of a entral server,
has been studied [9℄ to be highly vulnerable to atta k by removing a very small number of arefully
hosen nodes. Re ent work by Fiat and Saia [1℄ presents a ontent addressable network with n nodes
that is ensorship resistant, i.e. fault tolerant to an adversary deleting up to a onstant fra tion of
the nodes. There are more advantages to having su h a system, beyond the main purpose of making
it ensorship resistant. While the previous solutions [7, 8, 10℄ dis uss how their systems are fault tolerant to a few random faults, a detailed study of fault toleran e is la king and not all of them provide
guarantees about availability, low sear h time et in the presen e of a onstant fra tion of nodes being
faulty. Most pra ti al systems are vulnerable to su h situations sin e the personal omputers that
parti ipate in su h systems may rash or lose network onne tivity. Thus it is very desirable to have a
system robust to a onstant fra tion of node deletes, a feature naturally present in ensorship resistant
system like the one in [1℄. However a drawba k of the solution presented in [1℄ is that it is designed for
a xed value of n (the number of parti ipating nodes) and does not provide for the system to adapt
dynami ally as n hanges. Infa t the rst open problem that they mention in their paper (Se tion 6
of [1℄) is the following: \Is there a me hanism for dynami ally maintaining our network when large
numbers of nodes are deleted or added to the network? .." This paper solves this open problem by
proposing a new network that an be maintained dynami ally and is ensorship resistant. Our solution
is based on multi-butter y networks. We rst present a stati solution that is mu h simpler than that
presented in [1℄ and improves upon their solution. Next we show how we an dynami ally maintain our
network. In what follows we will rst present a brief study of the previous solutions before des ribing
our new solution.
Paper Organization: In Se tion 2 we will dis uss the desirable features of a CAN and look at some
of the metri s used in evaluating the goodness of su h systems. In Se tion 3 we brie y study some
of the re ent solutions. In Se tion 4 we present a simpler and better ensorship resistant network.
Se tion 5 provides a dynami onstru tion of our network. Finally we on lude with a dis ussion of
open problems in Se tion 6.
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The paper provides a system that is robust to deletion of up to half the nodes by an adversary. It an be generalized
to work for arbitrary fra tion.
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2 Desiderata and Metri s
Most CANs are built as an overlay network over the underlying network of links and routers onne ting
the di erent nodes in the system. A dire ted edge from a to b in an overlay network represents that
node a has the ne essary information (ip-address, port number et .) to ommuni ate with b whenever
desired. Resour es (Data items) are distributed amongst the nodes to be maintained by them. A single
data item may be maintained by multiple nodes. Querying for any data item based on its key, typi ally
involves routing the query through di erent nodes, using the edges in the overlay network, to rea h
a node that maintains that parti ular data item. At any given time we have a ertain number n of
nodes parti ipating in the network. Of these there may exist nodes whi h may be unrea hable be ause
of some system failure, loss in network onne tivity or be ause they are sabotaged by an adversary
and are termed as dead or faulty. The remainder are termed as live. All solutions assume that a node
that wishes to join has a ess to at least one live node in the network. Here are some of the desirable
features and metri s that are used to evaluate the goodness of any proposed solution.
 De entralization: The system should (ideally) be fully distributed and not have any hierar hy
where some nodes are more important than others.
 Load Balan e: In order to redu e the storage and lookup load for every node it is desired that
ea h node should maintain an average (or lose to average) number of data items per node.
 Lookup Cost: The ost of any query (lookup) is the sum of the weights of edges on the path
used for the query. The weight of an edge in an overlay network is the network laten y for a
onne tion between the two nodes. This re e ts the laten y that a user sees when she issues a
query. We assume that network laten y is the dominant ost. It is one of the most important
metri . However most of the proposed solutions (in luding ours) do not onsider the weighted
ase and instead onsider all edge lengths to be one. Thus they only aim to minimize the number
of hops. It is desired that the lookup ost (number of hops) grows O(poly(log n)) in order that
the system is s alable.
 Cost of join and leave: Sin e su h systems are expe ted to be highly dynami in nature the
system should adapt eÆ iently as nodes leave and join the network.
 Degree in the overlay network: Every node should have minimal degree in the overlay
network. The degree of a node is dire tly proportional to its memory requirement and the
ambient network traÆ (like pings) that it may generate.
 Fault/Censorship Tolerant: The system performan e should not degrade (provably) if some
nodes be ome faulty or unrea hable. Moreover most or all of the ontent in the network should
be still a essible. A yet better desired feature, whi h has been justi ed earlier, is ensorship
resistan e.
Besides these there may be some other desirable features whi h are parti ular to ertain appli ations,
like anonymity in sear h, anonymous posting of data et .
Next we will take a look at some of the re ent proposed solutions for CANs. Towards the end we
will present a hart that gives asymptoti numbers for some of the important metri s dis ussed above
omparing di erent solutions.

3 Related Work
In this se tion we will review some of the re ent solutions [10, 8, 7℄ to building CANs. A ommon
feature to all of these solutions [10, 8, 7℄ is the use of an underlying hash spa e to whi h nodes and
data items are hashed deterministi ally and uniformly. The size of the hash spa e is large enough to
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avoid ollusions. Nodes are hashed using ip-address and data items are hashed using their key. It is
important that data items are hashed deterministi ally and that every node an ompute this hash
value given the key of the data item.
The CAN system designed by Ratnasamy, Fran is et al [8℄ uses a virtual d-dimensional (for a xed
d) Cartesian oordinate spa e on a d-torus. Every node has degree O(1) and routing path length is
O(dn =d ).
The hash spa e used by Chord [10℄ and Vi eroy [7℄ is identi al. It an be viewed as a unit ir le
[0; 1) where numbers are in reasing in the lo kwise dire tion. The Chord system tries to maintain an
approximate hyper ube network in a dynami manner. The degree of every node is O(log n) and routing
requires O(log n) hops whp. The Vi eroy solution improves upon the Chord solution in that every node
has a onstant degree. It tries to maintain a butter y network in a dynami and de entralized manner.
Similar to Chord routing takes O(log n) hops whp.
None of the above solutions fo ussed on adversarial node deletes. As mentioned in the introdu tion,
if we desire to make the system ensorship resistant then it is ne essary to have the system fault tolerant
to adversarial node deletes. Fiat and Saia [1℄ have developed a ensorship resistant network (hen eforth
CRN). CRN departs from the previous work in that it is not dynami and instead assumes that there
are n nodes parti ipating in the network, where n is xed. The fo us is instead on making the network
robust to deletion of up to n=2 nodes by an adversary. The aim is to build a network su h that even
after an adversary deletes (makes faulty) n=2 nodes (1 ) fra tion of the remaining nodes should have
a ess to (1 ) fra tion of the data items, where  is a xed error parameter.
They onstru t a network where the degree of every node is O(log n). Routing takes O(log n) hops
and O(log n) messages are sent for ea h query. Moreover the load on every node is O(log n) times the
average load. Their network has the desirable ensorship resistan e, i.e. even after an adversary deletes
a onstant fra tion of the nodes, all but n of the remaining nodes have a ess to all but  fra tion of
the data items. Moreover their network an be made resistant to spam by in reasing the onne tivity
of every node to O(log n) and in reasing the number of messages sent for ea h query to O(log n).
1
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4 Multi-Butter y Network (Multi-Hyper ube)

In this se tion we present a ensorship resistant network based on multi-butter y networks, whi h we
refer to as MBN (Multi-Butter y Network). Our solution is better than CRN in the following respe ts:
1. While routing in CRN requires O(log n) messages, routing in our network requires O(log n)
messages.
2. The expe ted number of data items maintained by ea h node in CRN is O(log n) times the
average, while in our network it is O(1) times the average.
3. The data availability in our network degrades smoothly with the number of adversarial deletions.
No su h guarantees are given for CRN.
Similar to [1℄ we rst present a stati version, where the number of parti ipating nodes(n) is xed
and does not hange. Later on we will provide a dynami onstru tion that maintains an approximate
version of this network that has similar properties.
Our onstru tion is based on multi-butter ies. Figure 3 shows a twin-butter y. Multi-butter y
networks were introdu ed by Upfal [11℄ for eÆ ient routing of permutations and were later studied
by Leighton and Maggs [5℄ for their fault toleran e. Please refer to their papers for details on multibutter ies.
Butter ies and Multi-butter ies belong to lass of networks that are often referred to as splitter
networks (please refer to Figure 2). The basi building blo k of a splitter network is a splitter(please
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Chord paper [10℄ des

ribes their hash spa e as \identi er ir le modulo 2m " the two are equivalent.
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Figure 2: A splitter network with n rows, log n + 1
levels.

Figure 1: Splitter with N inputs and N outputs.
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Figure 4: Logi al path to an output node.

Figure 3: Twin Butter y with 8 inputs.

refer to Figure 1). An N -input splitter is said to have ( ; )-expansion if every set of k  N input
nodes is onne ted to at least k up output nodes and k down output nodes, where > 0 and > 1
are xed onstants (Refer to Figure 1). Thus, the input nodes and the upper (lower) output nodes form
a on entrator from N nodes to N=2 nodes with ( ; )-expansion. A multi-butter y is said to have
( ; )-expansion if all its splitters have ( ; )-expansion. Splitters with expansion are known to exist
for any d  3, and they an be onstru ted deterministi ally in polynomial time [11℄, but randomized
wirings will typi ally provide the best possible expansion. Infa t there exists an expli it onstru tion
of a splitter with N inputs and any d = p + 1, p prime, and  d=(2(d 4) + 8) (Corollary 2.1 in
[11℄).
In a splitter network, ea h input and output are onne ted by a logi al (up-down) path through
blo ks in the network. Please refer to Figure 4. In a simple butter y sin e there is only one up edge and
down edge this logi al path orresponds to a unique path through the nodes in the network. However
this is not the ase in multi-butter ies with multipli ity d, where we have a hoi e of d edges at ea h
node. Hen e one logi al path an be realized by a myriad of paths in the network. It is this availability
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Figure 5: Splitter in a multi-hyper ube.

Figure 6: Butter y network of 16 rows and 5 levels.

of hoi e that makes multi-butter ies mu h more robust than simple butter ies. A multi-butter y is
very robust at routing be ause one must blo k k outputs in order to blo k k inputs. In a butter y the
reverse is true: it is possible to blo k 2k inputs by blo king k outputs. This e e t when ompounded
over several levels, the e e t is dramati . In a butter y, a single fault an blo k 2l nodes l levels ba k,
while in a multi-butter y, it takes l faults to blo k a single node l levels ba k. This insight is the key
to the fault toleran e of a multi-butter y whi h was studied by Leighton and Maggs [5℄.
While the nodes in a multi-butter y have onstant degree, a multi-butter y with (n log n) nodes
an only tolerate O(n) faults, in order that (n) input nodes are still onne ted by a logi al path
to (n) output nodes. As a result it is not suited for Censorship Resistan e. Hen e we build a new
network alled multi-hyper ube that is based on multi-butter ies and is the fault tolerant version of
hyper ube. In short, a multi-hyper ube is to a multi-butter y in what a hyper ube is to a butter y.
If the role of all the nodes in a single row of a butter y is played by a single node then what we get
is a multi-hyper ube. The only aveat is that in every splitter we only maintain the \ ross" edges and
not the \straight" edges. In other words every input node in a splitter onne ts to d nodes from the
upper output nodes or the lower output nodes, but not both, depending on its position. The single
\straight" edge onne ting every input node to the orresponding output node is obtained for free as
the two nodes are same. The splitter in a multi-hyper ube is shown in Figure 5. In this splitter, upper
N=2 input nodes are onne ted to the lower N=2 output nodes and vi e versa, with an expander of
degree d. As a result we get better expansion fa tor ( ) for the same degree as opposed to that in
a multi-butter y, sin e we have an expander from N=2 nodes to N=2 nodes instead of a on entrator
from N nodes to N=2 nodes. To the best of our knowledge this network has not been studied earlier
and neither are we aware of the use of the term multi-hyper ube. A multi-hyper ube an be de ned as
follows: A multi-hyper ube of dimension m and multipli ity d onsists of 2m nodes, where every node
has degree 2md. A node with binary representation b b : : : bm is adja ent to 2d nodes at ea h level i
(1  i  m). At level i it has \out-edges" with d random nodes whose rst i bits are b b : : : bi bi. It
also has \in-edges" from d random nodes whose rst i bits are b b : : : bi bi. The expansion property
holds at ea h level, like in the ase of a multi-butter y. Thus a multi-hyper ube with n nodes has
degree 2d log n for ea h node. It turns out that multi-hyper ube is ideal for ensorship resistan e.
Given n, the network that we build is a multi-hyper ube with n nodes and ( ; ) expansion.
The fault toleran e property that we will prove (Theorem 1) about the multi-hyper ube is the exa t
equivalent of the orresponding property for a multi-butter y. We refer to this network as the Multi1 2
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butter y network (MBN), sin e we prefer to visualize it as a butter y. The data items are randomly
hashed onto any node. As a result every node maintains average number of data items in an expe ted
sense. Using onsistent hashing as in [10℄ we an guarantee that whp the load on any node is at most
O(log n) times the expe ted average load.
Distributed reation: Similar to [1℄ we des ribe how we reate our network in a distributed manner.
In the rst round every node broad asts its unique identi er (ip-address) to all other nodes. Based
on the identi ers that a node re eives from other nodes it determines its index i in the sorted list of
identi ers. This an be done by omparing every identi er with its own and maintaining a ount of the
number of smaller identi ers. Thus at the end of round one every node knows its index i in the sorted
list. Based on i every node knows the indexes of all other nodes that it will onne t to at di erent
levels. Note that every node onne ts to at most 2d log n other nodes. In round two every node will
broad ast its index i and its identi er (ip-address) to all other nodes. Every node in turn will remember
the identi ers of the pertinent 2d log n nodes that it should onne t to. It will then form a onne tion
with these. As mentioned before data items are randomly hashed to any one of the n nodes based on
their key and this hash fun tion is known to all the nodes. Data items an be inserted by performing
a query on them to rea h the node they must belong to and then inserting them at that node.
The onstru tion of the network requires 2n broad asts with 2n messages and assumes that ea h
node has O(log n) memory, similar to the reation of CRN.
Routing: Routing between any pair of nodes is done in the obvious way as in a hyper ube using the
logi al or bit- orre ting path. Every node that wishes to a ess a data item omputes the hash of its
key and nds out the index of the node it belongs to (destination). The query is then routed between
this node and destination. Note that, for a fault free multi-hyper ube, at ea h level (ea h splitter) we
have a hoi e of d out edges. We an take any one of them that onne ts to a live node. However, as
we will see, if some of the nodes in the multi-hyper ube be ome faulty then our hoi e of out edges
may redu e at ea h level. The number of messages sent for a single query is at most log n and time
taken is also log n. Ea h node has indegree and outdegree exa tly 2d log n.
Next we prove that this network is fault tolerant. The proof is similar to that presented in [5℄. The
di eren e is that while every node is distin t in their ase, in our ase every node plays the role of
1 + log n nodes in the same row.
2

4.1 Fault Toleran e

We will view the multi-hyper ube as a multi-butter y where a single node plays the role of all the
nodes in a row of the multi-butter y. In the dis ussion below we will refer to nodes on level 0 (leftmost
level in the gures) as input nodes and nodes on level log n as output nodes treating them separately.
But in reality same node is playing the role of an input node and output node, for that matter all the
nodes in a row. We will prove that no matter how an adversary sele ts f nodes to be faulty (deletes
them), there are always at least n O(f ) inputs and n O(f ) outputs su h that between any pair of
them there still exists a logi al path of length log n su h that all nodes on the path are not faulty and
an be used for routing as des ribed above.
We rst des ribe whi h outputs to remove. Note that this \removal" is only logi al for the purpose
of ounting and the nodes are not removed in pra ti e. Examine ea h splitter in the multi-butter y
and he k if more than  = ( 1) fra tion of the input nodes are faulty. If so, then \erase" the
splitter from the network as well as all des endants nodes. The erasure of an m-input splitter auses the
removal of m multi-butter y outputs, and a ounts for at least  m faults. Moreover sin e a (faulty)
node plays the role of all nodes in the same row the output nodes \erased" by it, by virtue of it being
in di erent splitters, are the same. Thus we an attribute
the erasure of an output node to a unique
f
f
outputs are removed by this pro ess.
largest splitter that \erased" it. Hen e, at most  =
We next des ribe whi h inputs to remove. Working from the log nth level ba kwards, examine ea h
0

0

(
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node to see if all of its upper (or lower depending on its position in the splitter) outputs lead to faulty
nodes that have not been erased. Note that every node is onne ted to d nodes from either upper or
lower outputs. If so, then de lare the node as faulty. We prove that at most f=( 1) additional nodes
are de lared to be faulty at ea h level of this pro ess.
Lemma 1 In any splitter, at most fra tion of the inputs are de lared to be faulty as a onsequen e of
propagating faults ba kward. Moreover, at most an =2 fra tion are propagated by faulty upper outputs
and at most an =2 fra tion are propagated by faulty lower outputs.

The proof is by indu tion on the level, starting at level log n and working ba kwards. The
base ase at level log n is trivial sin e there are no propagated faults at this level. Now onsider an
arbitrary m-input splitter. If a splitter ontains more than =2 fra tion of the propagated faults from
its upper outputs, then more than m=2 faults must have originated from faults in upper outputs and,
in addition, the upper outputs ould not have been erased. Consider the set U of faulty upper outputs
(propagated or otherwise) that led to the propagated faults in the input. Sin e ea h propagated input
fault is onne ted d upper output faults, we on lude that jU j > m=2 (using the expansion property).
By indu tion hypothesis, and the fa t that the upper outputs were not erased (and hen e had less than
O m faults), however, we know that jU j < m + O m =
m=2 whi h is a ontradi tion. Hen e at most
=2 fra tion of the inputs of any splitter are propagated from any faulty upper(or lower) outputs.

Proof:

2

2
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Lemma 2 Even if we allow the adversary to make f nodes faulty on every level there will be at most
f

1

propagated faults on any level.

Proof: The proof is again by indu tion on level. Consider some level l and assume that it has more
than f propagated faults. By previous Lemma, we know that these faults are divided among splitters
linking level l to level l +1 so that we an apply the expansion property to the faults within ea h splitter.
Hen e there must be more than f faults on level l + 1. This is a ontradi tion however, sin e level
l + 1 an have at most f + f = f total faults by indu tion. Hen e, level l an have at most f
propagated faults.
We erase all the remaining faulty nodes. The pro ess of labeling nodes faulty guarantees that an
input node that is not faulty has a path to the output nodes that are not erased. This leaves a network
f
outputs nodes su h that every remaining input has a logi al
with n f input nodes and n
path to every remaining output. While the algorithm above gives an o -line algorithm to label nodes
faulty what we require is an online algorithm that lets us do this without requiring a entral authority.
It was shown in [3℄ that su h an algorithm exists. In other words we an re on gure a faulty network
in an online manner with just the live nodes talking to ea h other. This re on guration allows us to
label nodes \faulty" so that we are areful not to forward a query to su h faulty nodes. Note that this
restri ts the hoi e of edges along whi h we an forward the query as the network be omes faulty. We
suggest that the network does this re on guration in a periodi manner.
1
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1

1
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f nodes
1

Theorem 1 No matter whi h f nodes are made faulty in the network, there are at least n
that still have a log n length logi al path to at least n 2 ( f 1) nodes.

We an hoose the multipli ity d and parameters ; su h that ( 1)  2=3 and  3. We will
onstru t our network where every splitter has the parameters above. Substituting these values in the
theorem above we get that no matter whi h f nodes are made faulty, there are at least n f nodes
that an rea h n f node through a logi al path. Note that the guarantee above is deterministi
as opposed to whp aspin ase of CRN. Moreover we an hara
ase.
pn terize the \loss" smoothly inpour
n
Thus if we loose f = n nodes we know that all but n
nodes an rea h all but n
nodes.
3
2

3
2

3

3
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Su h guarantees are not given in the ase of CRN. It guarantees that as long as the faults are less than
n=2, whp a onstant fra tion of top supernodes an rea h a onstant fra tion of bottom supernodes.
It does not hara terize the behavior when the number of faults are sublinear.
If the number of faults is n=2 then we have that n=4 nodes an rea h n=4 nodes.
We an guarantee that (1 ) fra tion of the data is available to (1 ) fra tion of the remaining
live nodes (whp) by doing the following two things similar to that in CRN: Instead of hashing the
data items to just one node we an hash them to k () (a onstant that depends on ) nodes. Also
in addition to the network that we have, we an have all nodes onne t to k () random nodes on
the \top", through whi h they an route the queries if they themselves do not have path to nodes at
\bottom". That way we are guaranteed that whp (1 ) fra tion of the remaining live nodes have
a ess to large fra tion (1 ) of the data items. Note that this last extension has results that are not
deterministi .
Also note that we an hange the network above to have n= log n rows and log n log log n + 1
levels, e e tively maintaining a multi-butter y with n= log n rows. In that ase every node parti ipates
in only one level. This way we an ensure that nodes have onstant degree instead of logarithmi . The
problem with this approa h is that su h a network annot tolerate linear number of faults. It an only
tolerate O(n= log n) faults. But for some ases that may be a better hoi e, parti ularly if onstant
degree feature is more attra tive than being able to withstand linear number of faults.
The network des ribed above has better fault toleran e for random faults. However we are not
on erned with that aspe t sin e the fo us is on adversarial faults.
We an summarize the properties of the network in the following theorem.
1
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Theorem 2 For a xed number of parti ipating nodes n, we an build a MBN su h that:
 Every node has indegree and outdegree equal to d log n.







Every data item is randomly and uniformly hashed onto one of the nodes. As a result the expe ted
data items stored at every node is equal to the average.
Query routing requires no more than log n hops and no more than log n messages are sent.
Even if f nodes are deleted (made faulty) by any adversary at least n 32f nodes an still rea h
at least n 32f nodes using log n length paths.
The network above an be enhan ed by hashing data items onto multiple, although onstant (k1 ()),
nodes and having ea h node onne t to k2 () other random nodes so that (1 ) fra tion of the
live nodes an a ess (1 ) fra tion of the data items as long as no more than n=2 nodes are
faulty.

5 Dynami Multi-Butter y Network
In this se tion we will des ribe how to dynami ally maintain the MBN des ribed in the earlier se tion
in an \approximate" manner, as n hanges over time. The network that we build has the following
properties:
 Every node will be onne ted to O(log n) other nodes. Query requires O(log n) time and O(log n)
messages are sent during ea h query.
 The fault toleran e of the network will be similar to that of MBN. Namely, if at any time there
are f adversarial faults, n O(f ) nodes still have O(log n) length path to n O(f ) of the nodes.
 We assume that there are no adversarial faults while the network builds. While at every time
the network that is built is fault tolerant to adversarial faults, we annot add more nodes to
the network on e adversarial faults happen. We do however allow random faults as the network
builds.
8

We refer to our dynami network as DMBN for Dynami Multi-Butter y Network. Similar to
Chord [10℄ and Vi eroy [7℄ we hash the nodes and data items onto a unit ir le [0; 1) using their ipaddress, keys et . We refer to the hash value as the identi er for the node or data item. We assume that
the pre ision of hashing is large enough to avoid ollusions. Su essor(x) is de ned as the node whose
identi er is lo kwise losest to x. A data item with identi er y is maintained at the node Su essor(y).
We also maintain su essor and prede essor edges similar to Chord and Vi eroy. Similar to Chord we
maintain a su essor list of size r = O(log n) so that our network is fault tolerant to random faults. In
these respe ts our network is exa tly similar to Chord. While Chord tries to maintain an approximate
hyper ube we try to maintain an approximate multi-hyper ube. In order to do so we need to de ne
an appropriate notion of splitters and levels. Consider a dyadi interval I = [z; z + 1=2i ) (i  0).
This interval
is further broken into two intervals Il = [z; z + 1=2i ); Iu = [z + 1=2i ; z + 1=2i ). Let
S
S = Sl Su be the set of nodes whose identi ers belong to the intervals I; Il ; Iu respe tively . The sets
of nodes Su; Sl along with the edges between them form a splitter in DMBN. As in MBN, all nodes in
Su , maintain outgoing edges with d random nodes from Sl and vi e versa. The index i that determines
the width of the dyadi interval de nes the level to whi h this splitter belongs.
The main idea of our onstru tion is that every node maintains outgoing edges with d random
nodes that belong to a dyadi interval at ertain level (of ertain width). It does so for O(log n) levels.
What follows are details about how to do this in dynami manner as nodes join and leave and taking
are of imperfe tions that may o ur due to random hashing.
+1

+1

5.1 De nitions and Preliminaries

We will refer to a node with identi er x as node x. Let x = 0:x x x : : : xp be the binary representation
of x, where p is the pre ision length.
De nition 1 A dyadi interval pair (DIP) for x (0  x < 1) at level i (i  0) is de ned as DIP (x; i) =
f[0:x x : : : xi; 0:x x : : : xi1 = 0:x x : : : xi + 1=2i ); [0:x x : : : xi 1; 0:x x : : : xi + 1=2i )g.
Thus DIP (x; i) are two onse utive intervals of length 1=2i whi h agree on x on the rst i bits. The
nodes that belong to DIP (x; i) form a level i splitter of the multi-hyper ube that we are trying to
maintain in an approximate manner. Every node in this interval pair maintains edges with d random
nodes from the interval other than the one it belongs to. This other interval is de ned below.
De nition 2 A dyadi interval (DI) for x (0  x < 1) at level i (i  0) is de ned as DI (x; i) =
[0:x x : : : xixi ; 0:x x : : : xixi + 1=2i ).
1
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Lemma 3 For any x (0  x < 1) and i  0, let ku and kl be the number of nodes whose identi ers
belong to the 2 intervals in the dyadi interval pair DIP (x; i). If k = ku + kl  log n for some onstant
, then with probability at least 1 1=n2 , max( kkul ; kkul ) < 1=2.

Observe that any node whose identi er belongs to the interval pair DIP (x; i) has an equal
probability of getting hashed onto any of the two intervals. As a result if k is the total number of nodes
that belong to the interval pair, the expe ted number of nodes that belong to ea h interval is k=2. It
follows from a trivial appli ation of Cherno bounds that if k is large enough ( log n), then whp (at
least 1 1=n ), kl ; ku will not be o by a fa tor more than 2.
The Lemma says that if the dyadi interval pair is fairly populated it will be evenly balan ed.
Every node x an get a rude estimate of the number of nodes in the system as follows: Let
n = 1=d(x; su essor(x)), where d(x; su essor(x)) is the distan e between x and its su essor. The
following lemma about this estimate is taken from [7℄(Lemma 4.3)
Proof:

2

0
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Lemma 4 Let the system onsist of n servers (nodes) whose identities (hash values) are randomly
distributed on the unit ir le. Then w.h.p. we have that for all nodes, the estimate n0 satis es 2nlog1n 
no  n3 .

The lemma says that while a node may not estimate n too well it an estimate log n within onstant
fa tor. Infa t it follows that whp log n  2 log n  6 log n. In our onstru tion every node will use
this estimate of log n. A node may be over estimating this quantity by a onstant fa tor, but that does
not a e t our results.
0

5.2 Dynami

onstru tion.

A query in our network is of the form su essor(x) where given a value x we return the node
su essor(x). This is useful to nd a data item with identi er x and also during the onstru tion
of the network to nd the appropriate nodes that a given node will onne t to. We assume that we
an answer this query while we des ribe the dynami onstru tion.
Node Join: A node that joins the network has a ess to some live node in the network. It will use
this node to issue queries as it joins the network. The following steps are exe uted by every new node
with identi er x that joins the network:
 Similar to Chord it nds su essor(x) and establishes edges to su essor and prede essor nodes.
It also maintains a su essor list of size r = O(log n) similar to Chord whi h makes the network
resilient to random faults.
 Similar to Chord all data items that are urrently held by su essor(x), but have identi ers less
than x are transferred to x.
 i = 0; done = false
do
{ Che k if the total number of nodes in the interval DI (x; i) ex eeds log n for some onstant
(based on Lemma 3). This an be easily done using a single su essor query and then
following su essor edges till we en ounter log n nodes or overshoot the interval pair.
{ If there are less than log n nodes in DI (x; i) maintain edges to all of them and set done =
true.
{ Else hoose d random values from the interval DI (x; i). Let ri ; ri ; : : : ; rdi be the set of
random values hosen from the interval. For every value z in this set issue the query
su essor(z ) and maintain an edge with this node.
{ in rement i.
while(done)
In short every node establishes edges with d random nodes from the dyadi interval DI (x; i) for
i  0. It does so till the interval DI (x; i) be omes so small (as i in reases)that it ontains only log n
nodes. At that point it maintains a onne tion to all of these nodes. It is easy to prove that in less
than O(log n) levels the number of nodes that fall into a dyadi interval redu e to O(1) whp. As a
result every node will maintain onne tions to O(log n) dyadi intervals and have degree O(log n).
Continuous Update: We will now des ribe in short how these edges are maintained over time as
nodes leave and join. For every value rki that the node has randomly hosen from the dyadi interval
DI (x; i), the node periodi ally issues su essor queries and he ks if the node that it maintains an edge
with is indeed su essor(rki ). This is ne essary be ause as nodes join and leave su essor(rki ) may
hange. However the nodes need not do this too often. It is suÆ ient to do this as the number of
nodes redu e or grow by a fa tor 2, i.e. whenever their estimate of log n hanges. We an also follow a
more proa tive proto ol: When a node leaves the network it informs the nodes that maintain an edge
with itself. These nodes then onne t to the su essor of the departing node. A node also periodi ally
1

10

2

he ks to make sure that the smallest dyadi interval that it maintains edges to has no more than
log n nodes. If the number of nodes ex eed log n it further \splits" this interval using the pro edure
des ribed in join. Similarly it may \merge" the smallest intervals if too many nodes leave the network.
Node Leave: Similar to Chord a node that wants to leave transfers its data items to its su essor.
It may inform the nodes that have an in oming edge to it if we follow the more proa tive proto ol.
Alternatively we may rely on the network to orre t itself periodi ally as des ribed above.
5.3 Routing:

Consider a query su essor(y) starting at node x. Let y = 0:y y y : : : yp be the binary representation
of y. We onsider the starting node x to be at level 0. The node looks at the rst bit of y (y ). If y
di ers from x it forwards the query to any node from the dyadi interval from DI (x; 0). In doing so
it has the hoi e to forward it any of the d random nodes that it maintains onne tions to from this
interval. If y agrees with x then the node does nothing and the query enters the next level. The
query is now in level 1. In general onsider a node z that re eives this query at level i. Its easy to see
that its identi er mat hes with that of y in the rst i bits. Based on the i + 1th bit yi , if it di ers
from zi , it forwards it to the dyadi interval DI (z; i) or else it does nothing. Again as before it has a
hoi e to forward it to any of the d nodes. Finally when the query rea hes a node w at level l su h that
at this level the node maintains edges with all the nodes in the dyadi interval it nds su essor(y)
and forwards it to su essor(y). Based on the query, su essor(y) returns the appropriate data item
or information about itself. The answer is returned along the path that the query was forwarded along.
This the bit orre ting logi al path in the multi-hyper ube. Sear h takes O(log n) hops and O(log n)
messages are sent.
1 2 3
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5.4 Fault Toleran e:

In our onstru tion we maintain that every node x maintains outgoing edges with d random nodes
from every dyadi interval pair at di erent levels. If the number of nodes in the interval drops below
log n the node maintains edges with all of them. Moreover from Lemma 3 we have that dyadi interval
pairs with more than log n nodes are balan ed whp. It follows from Lemma 4.1 in [1℄ that whp (at
least 1 1=n ), su h intervals (with atleast log n nodes ) will have the ru ial expansion property
for parameters ; that satisfy 2 < 1. The fa tor 2 omes from the slight imbalan e that the
interval pair may have in the number of nodes. Thus we maintain the ru ial expansion property that
is required for fault toleran e, in a randomized manner. In MBN we a hieved this in a deterministi
manner by using expli it expanders.
The proofs for fault toleran e follow exa tly as in MBN. We repla e splitters with the dyadi
intervals and the arguments follow. The only small point is that in MBN the splitters were exa tly
balan ed, where we used the expansion property. In ase of DMBN we know that they may be slightly
unbalan ed, but only by fa tor 2. This an be taken are by de ning  = ( 1) in the ounting
argument that deleted the output and input nodes. Note that our guarantees are no more deterministi
sin e we are maintaining the splitter onne tions in a randomized manner. We get the theorem
2

0

2

Theorem 3 No matter whi h f nodes are made faulty in the network, there are at least n
f
nodes whp.
that still have a O(log n) length path to at least n
1)
(

f nodes
1

2

Again as before we an in rease the data availability to large portion of the remaining nodes by
hashing the data items multiple times and having nodes onne t to onstant number of other nodes
from where they issue queries.
It is important to note why the dynami onstru tion wont work after an adversarial atta k has
taken pla e. The onstru tion assumes that all su essor(x) queries will be answered orre tly. This is
11
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O(1)
Figure 7: Comparison of re ent solutions.
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ne essary part of the onstru tion, for new nodes to establish their edges. However on e an adversarial
atta k has taken pla e su h a guarantee annot be given. Infa t it is easy to see that an adversary may
delete all nodes on some ontinuous segment of the unit ir le and su essor queries in that segment
will fail. After the atta k remaining nodes an still query for data and they are guaranteed to have
a ess to most of the data. This follows from the fa t that we maintained a fault tolerant network till
the time of the atta k.

6 Con lusion and Open Issues

We present a new network alled multi-hyper ube, a fault tolerant version of hyper ube, that is ideal
for building ensorship resistant networks and improves upon the previous solution by Fiat and Saia [1℄.
We refer to this network as MBN. We also present a dynami version of MBN alled DMBN that has
similar properties to MBN. In doing so we address the rst open problem in [1℄. We now present a
table (refer to Figure 7) that ompares all of these solutions based on some important fa tors:
We mention here some of the open issues that remain to be addressed for fault tolerant CANs:
 Can we build an \eÆ ient" dynami CAN that is fault tolerant to adversarial faults and allows
dynami maintenan e even after an adversary deletes a onstant fra tion of the existing nodes.
 Could multi-butter ies be used in an eÆ ient manner to onstru t a spam resistant network.
 Are there lower bounds for average degree of nodes, query path length et of a network that is
fault tolerant to linear number of adversarial faults.
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